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A quality guidebook that opens up new vistas and insights into the whole BibleMarked by a broad

evangelical perspective, up-to-date research, and contributions from respected biblical scholars,

The Eerdmans Companion to the Bible offers a reliable and illuminating guide to the entire Bible.

Whether readers find the Bible familiar or foreign, they will appreciate the Companionâ€™s

informative articles and its commentary by Connie Gundry Tappy on all of the Old and New

Testament books. This comprehensive reference work promises to make the Word of God come

alive as never before.Compiled by some of the foremost biblical scholars in the world todayNew

articles by sixty expert authors on many pertinent biblical topicsWell-written background information

and commentary on every book of the BibleIllustrated with maps, photos, and charts throughout
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Klyne Snodgrass â€” North Park Theological Seminary "Given that the Bible is from another time

and another culture, all of us need help in understanding the Bible, its culture, and its intent. This

Companion will be a valued friend to Bible readers. It is easily accessible and is packed with

information and insight from the very best scholars. It provides helpful articles on crucial topics and

a pathway through the entire Bible by showing the layout of each book and giving brief explanations

of each section in the book. Lay readers of the Bible will love this reference work."Review of Biblical

Literature â€œA handbook on the Bible that can be used by both novices as well as students and



laypeople in the church. . . . The articles are well written and the commentary balanced and

knowledgeable. There is a wealth of introductory information that will help orient Bible readers to

deeper biblical study. It will prove a valuable resource.â€• Â Reviews in Religion & Theology â€œA

much needed aid to Christians who are hesitant to start the journey of reading the Bible. . . . It is a

signpost or road map gently pointing to the journey of biblical exploration, discovery, and

enlightenment.â€• Â Covenant Companion â€œA valuable addition to the bookshelf of those who

value Scripture, whether they are new to the Bible or long steeped in its content. If offers ready and

trustworthy reference, particularly for those without formal theological training.â€• Â Denver Journal

â€œThis prodigious volume will abundantly inform pastors, teachers, and lay Christians. It richly

deserves a prominent place on oneâ€™s library alongside the Bible itself.â€• Â Bible Today â€œA

fine resource for the beginning student, as well as a refresher for those with more advanced biblical

knowledge.â€• Â Near Eastern Archaeological Society Bulletin â€œAlthough this book is written for

the laymen, scholars can learn from it as well. . . . Definitely, this book should be on everyoneâ€™s

desk and readily available during any reading or studying of the Bible.â€• Â Library Journal â€œThis

reader-friendly, book-by-book introduction to the key texts of Christianity is ideal for the lone reader

or the church-based Bible reading group.â€•

Gordon D. Fee is professor emeritus of New Testament studies at Regent College, Vancouver, and

general editor of the New International Commentary on the New Testament series.Robert L.

Hubbard Jr. is professor of biblical literature at North Park Theological Seminary, Chicago, and

general editor of the New International Commentary on the Old Testament series.

A friend was missing a copy of the pre book that she had lost, so when I discovered that they had

updated it, i thought it would make the perfect gift. I was correct. The maps and photos of the holy

land are exquisite, just like the one we remember. The commentary remains true and is an excellent

companion to your Bible studies. A Great price, as well.

Although this is a great guide, I love my older one better, at least that has color photos. This is still a

great guide, but it's to bland now. Should have kept the color photos.

Love it for courses I am now taking.

This book is really great for historical background in the bible, alternative perspectives, and other



interesting topics related to bible interpretation. It's very interesting.

Very very helpful!

I was very surprised by this book. It has so much information and is easy to read. It makes sense of

the time, place, cultures, and dates of written works in the bible. It answered questions I had for a

long time about the bible and many questions I didn't know I had. It's a must have for anyone with

any interest in historical text.

This would be a great addition to any real book or library... There is great insight on every page...

make a great gift also

Sometimes the Bible is confusing. Separated by both time and geography as we are can make

understanding the Bible difficult. It was written in foreign languages by people from ancient and

foreign cultures with a very distinct way of viewing the world and understanding history. But, it is

meant to be understood and cherished. Sometimes we just need help.Eerdmans has published their

"Eerdmans Companion to the Bible" to help new believers and those who just want to learn more. It

walks the line between commentary and Bible handbook. It is organized by book of the Bible and

treats issues of authorship, date and major themes in turn. It, then, provides a succinct commentary

of each book of the Bible that provides a helpful summary of each major section.In addition to the

commentary are occasional articles written by well-known and respected scholars. These articles

are meant to illuminate some confusing or unknown elements in Scripture. For example, there are

articles on the Canaanites or the interpretation of Song of Solomon. These aid the reader by

providing an opportunity to go deeper in their understanding. Also, there are very helpful maps and

diagrams.Before, after and in between Testaments there are articles which serve to explain issues

"above" the text of Scripture. There are treatments of Judaism in Israel during the New Testament

period, textual criticism, the canon, etc. Each is written by an accomplish scholar."The Eerdmans

Companion to the Bible" is a helpful resource for the lay-person. It is easy to understand and its

organization along the order of the English Bible will feel natural for English readers. The

commentary is helpful without being technical or reductionistic. It provides a welcome summary of

each major section of Scripture which will serve like a well-drawn map for readers as they venture

through the Scriptures. All in all this is a great resource for the average Christian who just needs a

little help reading their Bible.NOTE: In accordance with the regulations of the Federal Trade



Commission I would like to state that I received a complementary copy of the aforementioned text

for the purposes of review. I was not required to furnish a positive review.
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